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It was the above statement by renowned
naturalist Roger Tory Peterson in the
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Foreword to Robert Michael Pyle's
Watching Washington Butterflies (1), a^'
Pyle's stand for women's right to en
joy the beauty of butterflies, that
inspired the research presented below*
The exceptional nature of Pyle's
stance focused my thought on the sex
ist nature of "popular" natural scien^"*
books for the layperson. Sexism has
been examined in the social sciences
(2) and there is critical work on sexifj
in science relative to the physical arj
mental health of humans. (3) Yet there*!
remains a gap in the systematic study '
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sexism in other areas of science.
This gap needs to be filled because it
Is in "Field Guides" to animal and
Plant life, in life histories of var
ious animals, in descriptions of com
pletive animal behaviour written in
informal manner, and in highly read-
able accounts of the workings of the
human body that the public is most
often in conscious contact with some
aspect of that imposing endeavor—
Science.
Such sexism can take many forms. One
of the most frequent, and yet often
most insidious, is through written and
spoken language. Language is a cen
tral feature of our socio-cultural
context. It is characteristic of
language that
... a number of fashions of
speaking, frames of consistency,
are possible in any given lan
guage and that these fashions of
speaking, linguistic forms, or
codes, are themselves a function
of the form social relations
take. . . . The form of the social
relations or, more generally, the
social structure generates dis
tinct linguistic forms or codes
and these codes essentially trans
mit the culture and so constrain
behaviour. (Emphasis Bernstein's)
(4)
It follows that in a society where so
cial relations between groups and be
tween individuals—and between combina
tions thereof—are egalitarian in na
ture the language would reflect this.
It would be true of such a society's
linguistic features per se, and it
would be the case that the production
and maintenance of linguistic forms
would be equitably distributed among
the members of that society. Since
equality of social relationships on
any significant scale is not a feature
of our society—notably in the cases
of sex, race, class, ethnicity and
age—we would expect the language
character and the production of it(5)
to reflect these disparities.
Following on this reasoning, then* the
question addressed in the analysis o
the present material is not, "is
sexist?" I take for granted that
science and scientists share the cul ̂
tural context in which they work,
taking of its interests, its preju
dices^ and its strengths and weaknesses
With one exception—the book (Pyl®' ^
that sparked this research—the
ial is all sexist. Indeed, the phra
"it's a man's world" takes on even
more richness (if that is the wor
it) for the person engaged in the
study of science—for—the—public•
question asked here is, rather, how
is that sexism expressed. What I
take as sexism in these natural his
tory and human biology books is a
consistent male-centered orientation,
at the expense of the female exper
ience (non-human or human). This




Methodology and Data Base: The data
were selected by a case study approach
where a range of speciality-areas in
natural history and human biology
books were compiled and then several
books from each area were randomly
selected to be analyzed. The thirty-
eight books surveyed came frcm a lay
person's 300 volume natural history
library. The case study method was
chosen over a statistical approach
because numerical distributions of
the occurence of sexism are not
meaningful when virtually the entire
research universe is sexist. The
necessity is, rather,
portray a fair array of the
sources of study—the various types
human biologybooks—and to show how in the case L
orniihoTo areas include:
and human bioIogy!"°in^t^e'the^"^^
specres (herring gulls, hedgLog
condors, peregrine falcon, Lea^aters)
to systematrc descriptions of the
h^an body and/or its organis (blood
stream, genes); descriptions of a
class (birds, insects) or order
(butterflies and moths) . No books
were pre-viewed for possible sexist
content as a criterion for selection.
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Virtually all the books are "popular
both in type and extent of use and
could be bought in any large booksto^"
Analysis of the data: Sexism in popi^
lar science books is expressed in
several ways: 1. the male dominance
of the practice of science; 2. an as*^
sumption by the authors of a male uni
verse in science and elsewhere; 3. sri
emphasis on description of the male o*
the •species and on "maleness" charac-
teristics; with a concomitant deni- (
gration of females and "femaleness." |
I will point out both how these modes
of sexism are constituted and also
how the absence of the female exper
ience in scientific practice and con
tent often detracts from the adequacy
of the scientific work presented.
With rare exceptions, which will be
noted, the examples given below repre
sent regular and typical occurrences
of each type of sexism, so that giving
percentages would be superfluous.
1. Male dominance in the practice of j
science.
Two of the books are co-authored by
women. The rest are written by males.
Additionally, with few exceptions,
virtually all the scientists, tech
nicians or other experts they cited
were male. There is nothing surpris
ing about this, descriptively speak
ing. (6)
Women's presence in these books is *
consistently as typists, proofreaders, ^
i
^ilustrators and (sometimes, one and
same) long-suffering unnamed
^ives. A striking example of the lat-
is the following acknowledgement
his wife from Konrad Lorenz' in
King Solomon' s Ring;
And what has my wife put up with,
in the course of the years? For
who else would dare ask his wife
to allow a tame rat to run free
around the house, gnawing neat
little circular pieces out of
the sheets to furnish his nests
.... Or what other wife would
tolerate a cockatoo who bit off
all the buttons from the washing
.  . . or to allow a greylag
goose to spend the night in the
bedroom . . . (greylag geese
cannot be house-trained). And
what would she say when she
found out that the nice little
blue spots with which song birds
after a repast of elderberries
decorate all the furniture and
curtains, just will not come out
in the wash? (p. 2)
From Lorenz' later descriptions of his
wife's role in his work, the above
hardly constitute the highlights.
This situation raises again issues of
the detrimental nature of female oc
cupational segregation of the lack of
modeling for females who may
have an incipient interest in science
on various levels. It also raises
the important question of distortion
in the literature resulting from the
lack of the insights and concerns of
the female gender being brought to
bear upon the scientific endeavor. (7)
2. Assumptions of a male universe.
Along with the descriptive facts of a
male universe of science practitioners,
there are two closely related aspects
of sexism in science. The first as
pect is the almost automatic assump
tion that the audience for the book(s)
is male: "Any sensitive reader. . .
his . . . ," ". . . any true nature
lover . . .. his ... , "Every stu
dent . ... his, "The beginner . . •
his . . , ." The second is the uni
versal "generic" use of the male in
referring to all humans, except where
femaleness is specifically at issue
(in reproduction, etc): "And yet man
does not exist in isolation. • • •
is typical of the human referents.
It may be argued that the reader ac n
ally understands that both men and
women are included in this form of
address. Thus, neither group need
feel selected out for attention or
neglect. However, recent studies have
shown that readers when seeing ' man
used generically, do in fact interpre
this as literally "a man" and not as
"people."(8) Thus, this traditional
usage perpetuates the exclusion, on a
perceptual and affective level, of the
female reader from the practice of
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science as undertaken in these books.*
Moving from the authors' "philosophi
cal" and linguistic stance on "man"
we find the consistent use of the
generic male in the descriptive ma
terial as well. We find statements
such as males having 5.4 litres of
blood on an average and females 3.3.
Yet from then on figures of quantities
of blood components (white or red
cells, for example) are based on "Our
average adult." (Asimov, 1) Would
t at be male, female or someone in be-
ween. Or we learn how long it takes
a man to go without food and water,
but not a woman. Or, in a discussion
on hormones and growth rate patterns,
the graphs presented are only of the
rates for boys. (Mason) This per
sistent ambiguity is confusing and
inally misleading because we cannot
be sure whether the described charac
teristics, anomalies, defects or dis
eases are sex-linked, and it would be
rnost interesting and important to
know.
Interestingly, most of the authors re
fer to most non-human species as male
as well: condors, lions, golden ham
sters, leopards, hedgehogs. This uni-
*This same process of exclusion is
fairly well accepted as occurring in
texts that leave out native or other
ethnic or racial groups, or that de
rogate and otherwise distort their
character and actions.
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sex language leaves us ignorant as to
whether male birds are more predatory
on butterflies than females (Emmel):
whether male dogs are more dependent
on their master's [sic] company than
are females (Lorenz, p. 23); or
whether the male porcupine fish is
more belligerent than the female.
(Lorenz, p. 24) The incomplete nature
of these kinds of statements, which
pervade the literature, begs for
fuller description and analysis.
3. Emphasis on description of the
male of the species and on "male-
ness" characteristics and denigra-
tion of femaleness.
This mode of sexism is the culmination
and extension of the other two aspects
of it. Space limitations allow only
one or two illustrations of a phenom
enon that appears extensively and con
sistently through most of the books,
particularly the ones discussing be
haviour. In a comprehensive monograph
on waterfowl the 16 figures depicting
waterfowl plumages, ranges, anatomical
characteristics, sexual pair forming
displays, only males are shown (Johns-
gard). it is not simple curiosity or
female chauvinism that requires a
representation of the female of the
species; one of the basic tenets of
animal ethology, is the essential role
of both sexes in allowing courtship,
pair formation, nest or home-building
and maintenance of young. That is,
there are genetically linked action
patterns peculiar to the male and fe
male respectively of the species. The
J
cyclical hormonal buildings will "re
lease" the initial stages in each
sexes* pattern, but for their reproduc
tive behaviour to succeed each sex
must be presented with the complemen
tary (and different) behaviour unit
inherent to the opposite sex. If the
sequence of events is broken anywhere
along the line, it cannot continue at
that time and if it is broken too
often, or the appropriate behaviour
is absent entirely, reproduction and
offspring care will not occur. Thus,
a discussion of "sexual displays of
Various waterfowl species" that de
picts only the males and that deals
less completely with females in the
text is grossly inadequate to the
stated task of describing and analyz
ing "sexual display."
The following quotation from a book on
animal camouflage is typical: "After
the breeding season, the dashing,
good-looking drake discards his glit
tering tuxedo for an unassuming tweed
coat, not unlike his lady's everyday
^ress." (Portmann) This kind of por
trayal of an array of behaviours and
appearances occurs from book to book.
It is often true that males are
more "flashy" in appearance and be
haviour and they are often more evi
dent to the bone-weary observer. But
the person attuned to the subtleties
of appearance and behaviour and the
person genuinely cognizant of the
need for an objective, complete science
will not stop at the relatively ob
vious .
This emphasis on males and maleness
implies, by omission, a denigration
of females and characteristics seen as
female. In a number of books de
rogatory attitude is more explicit.
There is a great amount of anthropo
morphism of non-humans and particular
ly so of females. They are portrayed
as "ladies" exhibiting "coyness."
(Baker) Where a single male has a
number of mates the females are refer
red to as the "harem." CLockley, Burt
and Grossenheider) A male kestre
(a bird of prey) had the food stolen
that he was tciking to the brooding
female: "She followed him, begging
loudly for several minutes-'-rather
tactlessly, I thought." (Timbergen,
36) Deviance does not go unnotxce
in the animal kingdom [sic], ^n
gulls, ". .. the initiative
making is usually taken by the
not the male, a very shocking
most of my friends when I mention x
to them. . . ." (Tinbergen 37)
Human females are no less
stereotyped. Males are the
human qualities and characteris ̂
and females provide the light ^
or mild sexual titillation. So x
book on animal camouflage where t e
toad's ability to "appear in
of disguises," we find that a
Stephenson*(probably apochryphal) ^
tells of a lady gardener who was con
*No relation.
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vinced that her small ornamental gar
den contained three toads. . . . It
took the lady a long time to realize
her garden had but a single toad."
(Portmann) Or from a discussion of
allergies; "You may be allergic to
your wife's face-powder, so that
either powder or wife must go."
(Asimov, p. 1) And to demonstrate the
manly awareness of womanliness, com
ments such as the following are
found:
As it happens, there is more sub
cutaneous fat in the female than
in the male, and it is more evenly
distributed. Women may perhaps
feel a trifle annoyed. . . . but
this . . . fat that softens
and curves their outline—a con
sequence that I have every reason
to believe, is quite satisfactory
to one and all. (Asimov, p. 3)
r, more pernicious, in a discussion of
hormonal effects on appetites:
The appetite centre is very much
affected by emotion . . . the girl
taunted for her puppy fat . . . .
The menopausal housewife, con
templating her slim attractive
daughter, may retire to her bed
room and eat a whole box of
chocolates in mourning for her
lost youth. (Mason)
As a final patronizing note, we find
in a description of body surface area,
the following:
Female readers will be able to
compare this with the number of
square yards of material used to
mcdce a dress. A square metre is
slightly greater than a square
yard. (Green)
Conclusion
Sexism pervades both the production of
and content of the literature that
bridges the gap between professional
scientists and the lay public. As
such, the stamp of scientific objec
tivity is given to what is, in fact,
discriminatory and often conceptually
distorted work. The exceptions are so
rare as to prove the rule.
DUC
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